
Chapter 5761 

 

Maria’s question immediately shocked Charlie. 

Thinking about it carefully, what Maria said makes perfect sense. 

If this is really a huge plan that has been planned for more than 20 years, 

Then it is impossible for anyone to pin the key points of this plan on an 

unreliable man. 

No one understands how unreliable Jacob is better than Charlie. 

Although he is his father-in-law, but being responsible is the last thing for him. 

If the key to the success or failure of a major event is placed on him, 

Then the matter will most likely be aborted. 

So he immediately picked up his cell phone and called his father-in-law. 

At this time, Jacob was lying in his room playing with his mobile phone. 

Ever since Meiqing and Pollard got together, 

His life has lost the fun factor. 

In addition, there is his wife at home who irritates him, 

So the best way for him to pass the time is to hide in his room. 

He was playing with his mobile phone without going anywhere. 



He suddenly received a call from Charlie, which surprised him somewhat. 

After all, Charlie said that he had been out doing Feng Shui with clients during 

this period. 

He hadn’t been home or talked to him for a few days without any contact. 

So, he answered the phone and asked curiously: 

“Good son-in-law, why did you think of calling me this late at night?” 

Charlie quickly said: “Dad, I’m out of town these days.” 

“I won’t be there for a while.” 

“So I called to ask how you and mom are doing at home.” 

Jacob said angrily: “What else can I do?” 

“She and I have nothing in common, so we just ignore each other’s existence.” 

Charlie smiled and said pretending to be curious: 

“By the way, Dad, do you still remember Liangyun Zhou from The Antique 

Shop?” 

“Liangyun Zhou?” Jacob said in surprise: 

“I remember, why did you suddenly ask about him?” 

Charlie said: “My current client is also very interested in antiques,” 

“So we talked about The Antique Shop during the chat.” 



“I didn’t expect that he also knew Liangyun,” 

“So I wanted to ask you how you met him.” 

Jacob muttered unhappily: “I met him at The Antique Shop.” 

“During that time, I was also more interested in antique calligraphy and 

painting.” 

“I always wanted to pick up some things on the antique street,” 

“So I always went to The Antique Shop when I had nothing to do.” 

“Usually, what you see there is a lot of knowledge.” “ 

When Liangyun first came to The Antique Shop as the manager,” 

“He was very polite to me. Every time I went to The Antique Shop, he took the 

initiative to receive me,” 

“And he also took the initiative to add me on WeChat.” 

“He would praise me all day long.” 

“He wanted to be as flattering as possible.” 

“Unexpectedly, this ba5tard turned against me faster than turning over the 

book.” 

“I accidentally broke the jade pot and spring vase that time,” 

“And he actually slapped me in the face and asked his men to beat me up.” 

“He really turned his back on me!” 



Charlie saw that he took the initiative to mention the jade pot and spring vase, 

so he followed his words and asked: 

“By the way, I haven’t asked you clearly about the jade pot and spring vase 

that day.” 

“You were looking at something in the VIP room,” 

“Why did you accidentally drop the jade pot and spring vase?” 

“I see as not a careless person in daily life…” 

Jacob said angrily: “Of course, I’m not careless.” 

“It’s not like you don’t know my financial situation.” 

“This b!tch is in charge of all the money in the family.” 

“I can not usually afford it. Eight thousand dollars is enough to burn high 

incense,” 

“So no matter what antiques I look at, I am very careful,” 

“For fear of being dropped, touched or blackmailed…” 

At this point, Jacob said depressingly: 

“The jade pot spring vase was crazy that day.” 

“As soon as I got my hands on it, it slipped directly from my hand as if it had 

been greased,” 

“And fell to the ground with a clatter.” 



“Maybe it was the one named Zhou who oiled it and handed it to me on 

purpose.” 

Charlie wondered: “Dad after the jade pot and spring vase broke,” 

“I used egg white to repair it. I remember that it didn’t seem to be oiled,” 

“And I remember its surface was not very smooth,” 

“Because it is an artifact from the Tang Dynasty,” 

“So its glaze was relatively rough and had a certain frosted feel when held in 

the hand.” 

“This kind of thing has a strong grip, so how could it slip from the hand?” 

“This…” Jacob hesitated on the other end of the phone and couldn’t explain 

why. 

Charlie guided him and said: “Dad, that matter has been successfully 

resolved,” 

“So you don’t need to feel any psychological burden.” 

“We are just catching here. I am just curious.” 

“You can just tell me what the situation was at that time.” 

 


